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Abstract

We outline the mesh generation concept implemented in the adaptive Euler- and
Navier-Stokes solver QUADFLOW. This solver uses multiblock grids, whose sin-
gle blocks are represented as tensor product B-Splines or, more generally, as para-
metric mappings from the unit square respectively unit cubeto the physical do-
main. This approach offers several advantages that we will demonstrate here. In
particular we show, how to convert a smooth Euler-Grid into areasonably re-
solved anisotropic grid for a Navier-Stokes calculation using stretching functions
and how to manage non-matching block interfaces.

Introduction

QUADFLOW is a project that aims at large scale simulations ofcompressible
fluid flow and fluid-structure interaction at airplane wings.It employs a finite
volume discretization on elements with arbitrary topologyallowing, in particular,
the occurrence of hanging nodes. A main conceptual ingredient is mesh adaptation
based on multiresolution analysis and data compression similar to techniques used
for image compression. The details of this concept can be found in [1]. Here we
only give a short motivation for the grid generation strategy.

The multiscale adaptation implemented in QUADFLOW uses grid refinement of
quadtree and octree type respectively. So one achieves a hierarchy of grids corre-
sponding to different levels of resolution. The basic assumption we impose is the
nestednessof the grid hierarchy, i.e., a cellVj ,k on level j with indexk is the geo-
metric union of cellsVj+1,r , r ∈ M j ,k on the next finer level. The necessity of this
assumption for the accuracy and stability of the algorithm can rigorously be justi-
fied, but purely for motivation the following simple argument may suffice. Let ˆu j ,k

be the average density of a conservative quantity (i.e. mass, energy, momentum)



in cell ( j,k). The multiresolution analysis uses formulas like

û j ,k = ∑r∈M j,k

|Vj+1,r |
|Vj ,k|

û j+1,r . (1)

to transfer these averages forth and back between differentlevels of resolution.
Analytically it is clear that these transformations do not destroy or produce mass
if the following relation holds:

∑r∈M j,k
|Vj+1,r | = |Vj ,k|. (2)

As simple and trivial this observation may be, for a discretization in a domain with
curved boundaries this relation is not generally fulfilled,as is shown in Figure 1.
Here we see the coarse grid and an adapted grid near the leading edge of an airfoil
as it is plotted by a standard visualization program. This program interprets each
cell simply as a quadrilateral. Of course, such a grid hierarchy is not nested.

Figure 1. Leading edge of an airfoil at different levels of grid resolution.

But if we represent a grid as parametric mapping nestedness can easily be enforced
if we understand a cell to be the image of a reference grid cellin logical space (see
Figure 2). Now the nestedness of the control volumes in the flow domain follows
automatically from the nestedness of the grid hierarchy in the parameter domain,
and the latter is achieved trivially. Only the volumes|Vj ,k| have to be computed
by exact integration of the formula

|Vj ,k| =
Z

Rj,k

|J(ξ)|dξ, (3)

whereJ(ξ) denotes the Jacobian of the grid functionx(ξ). The exact integration
is possible if, for instance,x is a polynomial.
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Figure 2. Parametric Mappings.

B-Spline-Representations

For the representation of the curvilinear coordinate systems we use patches of
tensor product B-splines of the form

x(u,v) =
N

∑
i=0

M

∑
j=0

pi, j Ni,p,U(u)Nj ,q,V(v) (4)

in 2D and

x(u,v,w) =
N,M,L

∑
i, j ,k=0

pi, j ,k Ni,p,U(u)Nj ,q,V(v)Nk,r,W(w). (5)

in 3D. HereNi,p,T denotes thei-th normalized B-spline-function of orderp defined
by the recursion

Ni,1,T(t) =

{

1 if ti ≤ t < ti+1

0 otherwise
, (6)

Ni,p,T(t) =
t − ti

ti+p−1− ti
Ni,p−1(t)+

ti+p− t

ti+p− ti+1
Ni+1,p−1(t). (7)

T = (ti)
N+p−2
i=0 is a knotvector, a nondecreasing and non-stationary sequence of

real numbers, i.e.ti ≤ ti+1 andti < ti+p. The B-splines are piecewise polynomials
of degreep−1. Usually we choosep = 4, i.e. cubic splines. B-splines seem to
be an appropriate tool for use in grid generation, because they posses excellent
approximation properties, modeling with B-Splines is intuitive and the evaluation
of B-splines is fast and numerically stable. Indeed, the configuration data often
already stems from CAGD-data in Spline (or NURBS) form, though this data gen-
erally has to undergo a post processing before it can be used for a numerical simu-
lation. Due to the development of fast interpolation and approximation algorithms
[2] discrete, logically Cartesian grids can efficiently be converted to B-spline form



so that existing grid generation tools, for example elliptic or hyperbolic methods
can easily be integrated into the current concept [3, 4].

Generation of Anisotropic Grids

For many configurations both Euler- and Navier-Stokes calculations are to be per-
formed. Of course, it would be useful, if one could use the same grid for for both
problems. However, Euler calculations generally convergebest on smooth grids,
whereas the physical anisotropy in the boundary layers requires a corresponding
anisotropic a-priori adaptation near the body contours fora Navier-Stokes calcu-
lation. Such a grid grading can nearly trivially be incorporated into an existing
isotropic grid by applying a stretching function to the original grid, i.e., in 2D one
considers

x̃(u,v) = x(φ(u),ρ(v)) (8)

as grid function whereφ andρ are monotonous functions of the unit interval. A
collection of appropriate stretching functions is discussed in [5], good results are
generally achieved by the logarithmic function

φε(ξ) =
ln(1+ ξ

√
ε)

ln(1+
√

ε)
, (9)

where the parameterε controls the slope of the boundary at the pointξ = 0. In
the approach described here changing the stretching function does not require a
remeshing. The stretching function itself is given to the flow solver as additional
input parameter.

In practice, however, this method proved to have one shortcoming. The problem
is, that in areas of large curvature the mass centers of the cells often lie outside
of the flow domain. This leads to problems concerning the accuracy of the recon-
struction and implementation of the boundary conditions within the flow solver.
The effect is shown in Figure 4.

Figure 3. Uniform coarse grid and fine grid resulting from application of
stretching function.



Figure 4. Smooth coarse grid for an Euler computation and a corresponding
stretched grid for a Navier-Stokes calculation. The dots mark the position of
the cell centers.

To avoid this, it is necessary to increase the number of grid points on the contour
depending on the desired first spacing and the local curvature. For this task we
can again make use of the possibility to add arbitrary stretching functions to the
grid mapping.
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Figure 5. Segment of a circular arc.

We assume, that a B-Spline mappingx(u,v) is given and that we have to generate
a boundary layer along the linev= 0 and that a Stretching functionρ(v) is already
chosen. Furthermore let the number of grid points inv-direction beM, so that in
parameter space a step widthhv = 1

M is given. Since it is rather cumbersome to
check numerically, if the mass center lies in the interior ofthe corresponding cell,



we derive in the following a sufficient condition for this stipulation. Therefore we
determine in a given segment of the boundary curve the local maximumκ of the
curvature and the minimum heighth of the boundary layer and note, that in the
following estimates we can approximate the real boundary curve by a circular arc
with the radiusr = 1

κ , see Figure 5. A grid of reasonable quality around this arc
is then similar to a grid represented by polar coordinates:x(r̃,θ) = r̃ (cosθ,sinθ).
The determinant of the Jacobian of this grid mapping is|J(r̃,θ)| = r̃. The mass
centerSof a cell in this grid obviously lies on the symmetry axis, so we have only
to ensure, thatr is smaller than the distance fromS to the center of the arc. To
compute this distance, we note that the volume of the cell is

V =

Z R

r

Z α

−α
|J(r̃,θ)|dr̃ dθ = α(R2− r2) (10)

whereR= r +h and that the first momentum of the cell equals

M =

Z R

r

Z α

−α
y(r̃,θ)|J(r̃ ,θ)|dr̃ dθ =

2
3

sinα(R3− r3), (11)

so that the distance of the cell to the origin center of the arcbecomes

S=
M
V

=
2
3

sinα
α

(R3− r3)

(R2− r2)
. (12)

From Figure 5 we see that the angleα can be computed by

sinα =
1
2AB

r
=: s. (13)

Therefore the demand, that the mass center should lie insidethe cell, is fulfilled,
if

s
arcsins

>
r2 + 1

2hr

r2 + rh+ 1
3h2

. (14)

The quantities in the last equation can easily be evaluated,and the necessary num-
ber of grid points along the boundary to fulfill the conditioncan be computed.
We just start at parameteru0 = 0 and givenui we search iteratively the maxi-
mum parameterui+1, such that the inequality derived above still holds. After that
we define a piecewise linear stretching function inu-direction which interpolates
φ(i ·hu) = ui, wherehu = 1

N . We have applied this algorithm to the BAC3-11 pro-
file. The first spacing is about 8·10−5. The coarse grid, that can be seen in Figure
6 has 45 points on the contour. For the calculation of a turbulent boundary layer
you need a first spacing of approximatively 10−6. This spacing is achieved at the
sixth refinement level.



Figure 6. Grid in offset block around BAC3-11 profile after reparameterisa-
tion.

Implementation and Multiblock Aspects

In order to implement the approach described above in a flexible and efficient
way, an object oriented language like C++ offers itself. Thebasic interface of our
programming library consists of two abstract classes namedPlane andVolume
that represent parametric mappings in 2D and 3D respectively. From this interface
classes various types of grid mappings are derived, in particular B-spline map-
pings, but also analytic coordinate systems like for example Cartesian mappings
or polar coordinates. These derived classes have mainly to provide subroutines
for the evaluation of the grid mapping and the computation ofcell volumes and
centers.

The multiblock topology is managed using data structures similar to that proposed
in [6] and [7], but due to the use of the parametric mappings instead of discrete
grids this task becomes simpler in several aspects. The block topology is de-
scribed as a hierarchy of vertices, edges, faces and blocks.Vertices are coordinate
points in the 2D or 3D physical domain. Every edge connects two vertices and is
geometrically represented as B-Spline curve, that maps theunit interval[0,1] to
the physical domain. Faces are B-Spline tensor products mapping the unit square
[0,1]× [0,1] into Ω. The boundaries of each face consist of subsets of previously
defined edges, that have to be scaled linearly in parameter space. Every block is
topologically equivalent to a cube, in particular it is bounded by six faces. Again
these block faces may be subsets of previously defined faces.More concretely



every block surface is defined as subsetf ([a,b]× [c,d]), that is cut from a face
f ([0,1]× [0,1]). In order to represent the grid mapping within a block using a
tensor product spline it is, of course, necessary that the representations of oppo-
site boundaries have the same knotvectors. If this is not thecase from the begin-
ning, this demand can easily be fulfilled by so calledknot insertion. In this way
non-matching block interfaces are possible. Since the flow solver must be able to
handle hanging nodes anyway, there does not arise the necessity to preserve the
continuity of grid lines over the internal block boundaries. This freedom generally
simplifies the generation of valid block decompositions.

It is important to note, that unlike to most CAGD modelers known to the authors
our grid generation system does not allow any tolerances larger than machine
accuracy in the construction of the blocks and their boundaries. This is in order to
guarantee the accuracy of the flow calculations to be performed. Usually CAGD
programs have default tolerances orders of magnitudes larger than the diameter
of a fine grid cell. Also the common CAGD data formats like for example IGES,
do not provide standard methods to encode the connectivity between the different
elements of a construction.

The stretching functions are not integrated into the classes Plane andVolume
but handled by the multiblock manager. For example, if an adaptive 2D-calculation
starts on a uniform coarse grid withN×M cells, the adaptation module evaluates
the grid function on the fly at the parameter pointsx(φ( i

N),ρ( j
M )), i = 0, . . .N, j =

0, . . .M during the initialization.

There remains only the problem to evaluate correctly the cell-to-cell connectiv-
ity at internal block interfaces. Again this information iscomputed in parame-
ter space, see Figure 7. Here we have an edgeE that serves as boundary for
the two facesF1 andF2. The right boundary of faceF1 consists of the segment
E([a,b]) and the right boundary of faceF2 consists of the the segmentE([c,d]).
Additionally in faceF2 a stretching function that concentrates the grid lines at
the lower boundary is defined. The finite volume solver needs alist of the cell
interfaces along the separating edge. Therefore we computethe parameters of
the cell corners with respect to the edge parameterization.Let vP be the param-
eter, where the adaption module has evaluated the grid function F2(u,ρ(v)) to
get the corresponding pointP. Then the parameter ofP with respect to the edge
is (1−ρ(vP))c+ ρ(vP)d. Similar calculations are done for every boundary grid
point belonging to faceF1 andF2. Afterwards one can sort the parameters in in-
creasing order to get the edge segments that represent the cell interfaces. Only
due to numerical round-off errors one has to be careful with the identification of
accidentally matching grid points.
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Figure 7. Internal block interface.
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